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Book Descriptions:

Delmhorst Moisture Meter Bd-2100 Manual

The BD2100 has a digital display, an adjustable alarm, and Delmhorst’s exclusive calibrated drywall
scale. Use for flooring and building material, such as wood studs, floor joists, subfloors. Use on
nonwood materials, such as concrete, plaster, and insulation. Use on drywall. The MCS1 can be used
on any meter with a wood scale. With two electrical resistance values 12% and 22% to test your
meter against, you can be sure that your readings will stand up to the strictest standards of
accuracy. The MCS1 is also available with a letter of certification traceable to NIST. All Delmhorst
electrodes fit any Delmhorst moisture meter. Below are electrodes that are typically used for this
model This feature is useful for a variety of different applications The full applications of moisture
meters in restoration projects are described in this eGuide. Our tests indicated that this meter
provides readings that are somewhat low compared to the actual moisture content of wood. One has
to adjust for species and temperature using correction tables in the manual, which makes this meter
less convenient than some of the other meters we tested. Meter gives a reading of 5.8% at very low
moisture content levels, due to its inability to read below 6% MC. Accuracy starts to diminish above
20% MC. These surface moisture results indicate that operating this meter in high humidity
environments where condensation may form on the surface could lead to questionable readings.
Delmhorst Customer Support acknowledges that drift occurs with this meter. If more than 3 seconds
are needed to obtain readings, expect some inaccuracies. Little use of the manual is needed except
for using the tables to adjust for species and wood temperature. The noninsulated pins, however, are
not very durable and break more frequently than one would expect. It is not compact enough to fit
easily into a shirt pocket, but it does come with a hard case to protect the meter when transporting
it from one job site to the next.http://challendor.com/fckeditor/upload/instron-4466-manual.xml

delmhorst moisture meter bd-2100 manual, delmhorst moisture meter bd-2100
manual, delmhorst moisture meter bd-2100 manual pdf, delmhorst moisture meter
bd-2100 manual download, delmhorst moisture meter bd-2100 manual free,
delmhorst moisture meter bd-2100 manual instructions, delmhorst bd-2100 moisture
meter manual.

The species correction table in the manual must be used to adjust for wood species. Readings on the
display must be viewed upside down, which is not convenient when working in tight spaces. May be
used with either the builtin pins or a slide hammer electrode accessory. Capable of being used with
a variety of building materials in addition to wood. No low battery indicator. Slide hammer electrode
accessory is available.The representative was able to answer all the basic questions about repairs,
returns, etc. Fast response to both telephone and email inquiries. Manual available online. By
purchasing this meter through the links above, Moisture Meter Experts may be compensated either
by your purchase directly from Moisture Meter Experts or from commissions from an affiliate. View
our Review Procedures section to learn more about our proprietary evaluation procedure and
expertise in the field of moisture meters. This shipping policy only applies to orders shipped within
the Contiguous U.S. Use this one to evaluate nonwood materials like concrete, plaster and
insulation. We’ve got you covered. It features an easy to read digital display and can average up to
100 accumulates readings. It features an easy to read digital display and can average up to 100
accumulates readings. Click here to visit the courses page. A little excess water in the wrong place
can cause many other problems, such as mold growth, pest infestations, and weakened building
structures. Early detection of these problems is a must for minimizing the extent and cost of the
damage. But, how can you identify a moisture problem in the first place This olfactory warning sign

http://challendor.com/fckeditor/upload/instron-4466-manual.xml


is a strong indicator that there is water damage somewhere nearby possibly in building materials
hidden from your direct view, such as in the insulation behind your walls or in a crawl space that you
may have difficulty reaching
unaided.http://www.dispatchpressimages.com/images/uploads/instron-3369-manual.xml

If left alone long enough, the spores from mold can become a respiratory hazard, and the affected
area may start showing visible signs of rot. As water seeps into building materials, it tends to cause
the materials to visibly darken. A sudden increase in the presence of pests could be an indirect
indication that theyve found a suitable source of water in your home. Of course, other nutrient
sources, such as open food containers, exposed trash bins, and the like can also attract pests, so its
important to consider whether there are any such food sources nearby. How can you get a
quantifiable, scientificallyaccurate measurement of how much moisture is in your walls, ceilings,
floors, etc. Technically speaking, it is possible to have a moisture content measurement over 100%
which would happen if you had more water than wood in the sample being tested. However, this is
not common. As such, in normal conditions, the moisture content of wood is largely determined by
its environment warm, dry environments tend to make wood drier, and cool, wet environments tend
to make wood wetter. This can cause the wood to start swelling so planks push up against one
another after installation. Or, the wood may split and crack. With a moisture meter for wood, it is
possible to get an accurate, quantitative measurement of woods moisture content which is
invaluable for determining if the wood is at risk of developing problems later on. With a pinless
meter, you can just press the scanning plate against the wood so its flush with the woods surface.
Then, push the button to get a reading. Other species of wood have different physical properties that
may throw off moisture measurements. For this reason, its important to know what kind of wood
youre testing, and to use a species correction chart to adjust your reading results.

Unlike wood or other building materials with a consistent set of physical properties, concrete can
have countless different properties from one batch to the next, even when two mixes come from the
same manufacturer! The variable density of concrete mixes means that there is no consistent
specific gravity value for pinless meters to be calibrated to, either. However, they only reveal the
moisture conditions in the top layer of the slab. Because of this, these tests miss the moisture
conditions in the deeper layers of the slab, where the majority of the moisture resides. So, while
useful for determining if the slab is ready for a chemical sealant to be applied, a calcium chloride
test doesnt provide the whole picture to a contractor. For a concrete slab with 1000 ft 2 of area or
less, three holes should be prepared. Larger slabs will need on extra hole per 1000 ft 2 of surface
area. Rotary hammer drills with drill bits that have three or four cutting edges are generally
recommended for this task. The sides of the hole should be brushed with a wire brush to knock loose
any debris, then the holes vacuumed again. For this, youll need some specialized sleeves. Once the
sleeves are in the holes, seal the gap with silicone or a similar waterresistant sealant. Finish
installing the sleeves by using a hammer or rubber mallet to make sure the sleeves are in tight, and
cap them with their appropriate lids. The ASTM standard used to require a 72hour wait, but this was
changed by the ASTM F06 committee. If you want to, you can leave probes in the holes to repeat
tests over time as needed. However, if you leave any probes in a concrete hole for 30 days or more,
it will need to have its calibration checked before you can consider readings from that probe valid
under ASTM standards.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/77633

This testing method for concrete has been the industry standard for years now, allowing flooring
specialists to establish whether or not concrete subfloors are ready to be built on, or a coating or
sealer to be applied. Some inexperienced individuals try to use a pin moisture meter for concrete
floor testing rather than following the rigorous ASTM standard. This testing method was developed
by the American Society for Testing and Materials, aka ASTM International. This helps prevent
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contractors from building on concrete subfloors that arent yet ready. By following the ASTMF2170
testing method, flooring contractors can avoid these problems from poorly prepared concrete. If a
contractor doesnt follow this testing guideline, or any other manufacturerapproved testing method,
the manufacturer may deem their product warranty is voided and not assume responsibility if theres
a flooring failure later because of moisture issues. After this is done, the holes are given time to
acclimate so that any changes caused by drilling a hole into the concrete can be eliminated. This is
because concrete is a mildly caustic environment, which can damage RH sensors, causing them to
lose calibration and start to return unreliable readings. Following the standard can help reduce
callbacks, improve the useful life of flooring, and preserve a contractors reputation through superior
quality work. Globally, the organization has released over 12,000 standards. Below are a few things
that you should know about ASTM F2170, but first and foremost, the ASTM FO6 Committee has
recently voted and approved on a reduction in the wait requirement from 72 hours to 24 hours on
the F2170 standard. If theres too much moisture in a concrete slab, a number of problems can
occur, such as In newlypoured concrete, excess water may rise to the surface. In some cases, this
may be severe enough to create pockmarked or cratered surfaces.

http://genialica.com/images/Creative-Muvo-C100-Manual.pdf

Rapidly evaporating moisture can leave splits or cracks in the surface of the concrete as the mix
doesnt receive the proper amount of time to settle. If other building materials are placed above a
moisturecompromised concrete foundation or floor slab, then the moisture that is released can be
absorbed by those building materials, leading to a series of other problems. Pins are teflon coated,
except for the tips.Click here to visit the courses page. A little excess water in the wrong place can
cause many other problems, such as mold growth, pest infestations, and weakened building
structures. Early detection of these problems is a must for minimizing the extent and cost of the
damage. In some cases, this may be severe enough to create pockmarked or cratered surfaces.
Rapidly evaporating moisture can leave splits or cracks in the surface of the concrete as the mix
doesnt receive the proper amount of time to settle. If other building materials are placed above a
moisturecompromised concrete foundation or floor slab, then the moisture that is released can be
absorbed by those building materials, leading to a series of other problems. Pins are teflon coated,
except for the tips.You can unsubscribe at any time. You can unsubscribe at any time. Our Member
Store gives you access to the following advantages You can unsubscribe at any time. Therefore, you
must select at least one lens with this item. One has to correct for species and temperature using
tables in the manual, which is somewhat inconvenient. Get the answers you need before you buy. It
is not quite as accurate at higher MC levels. The BD2100 does not have the capability to read below
6% and instead reads 5.8%. This indicates that operating this meter’s hammer probe in high
humidity environments where condensation may form on the surface could lead to questionable
readings. Even then, this meter’s readings showed some drift after 3 seconds.

http://www.compass-it.com/images/Creative-Muvo-Manual.pdf

When one needs more than 3 seconds to obtain the reading, this may lead to inaccurate readings. All
readings returned to normal when the interference was removed. Little use of the manual is needed
except for using the tables to adjust for species and wood temperature. We also found the supplied
pins for the slide hammer to be very durable during testing, with no breakage or bending. With an
ergonomicallydesigned shape, the meter itself fits nicely in one’s hand. It is not compact enough to
fit easily into a shirt pocket, but it does come with a hard case to protect the meter when
transporting it from one job site to the next. One must use the species correction table in the manual
to adjust for wood species. Capable of being used with a variety of building materials. The insulated
pins for the slide hammer probe can be driven to the desired measurement depth. The
representative was able to answer all the basic questions about repairs, returns, etc. Please enter
your name, email, and phone number below. We will contact you as soon as this product is available.

http://genialica.com/images/Creative-Muvo-C100-Manual.pdf
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Be the first to ask here. The BD2100 has a digital display, an adjustable alarm, and Delmhorst’s
exclusive calibrated drywall scale. Use for flooring and building material, such as wood studs, floor
joists, subfloors. Use on nonwood materials, such as concrete, plaster, and insulation. Use on
drywall. All you need to do is make up a username and password and use it in the form on the
Delmhorst Training login page. If someone else has already chosen your username then youll have to
try again using a different username. All Rights Reserved. Section A is a stepbystep guide to the
different features and basic use of your moisture meter. Section B contains information on how the
meter is used for testing different materials. Page 4 A hard Reset is required if, after changing the
battery, the display is frozen. This is sometimes caused by the interruption of contact between the
battery and battery lead wire.

Resolve this as follows Disconnect the battery. Press and hold the Read key for 15 seconds. Release
the Read key. Press and hold the Check key for 15 seconds. Release the Check key. Connect a fresh
battery to the lead wire in a single action, making sure to align the poles properly and without
interrupting contact.If you suspect a problem take a visual inspection. If you are applying plaster to
a material of unknown dryness, such as brick or concrete, drive the nails through the plaster and
into the brick or concrete. However, subsurface tests should be made to verify if the slab is dry
throughout. Page 8 Testing Brick or Concrete for Paint Application To trace the origin of a leak
Brick, stucco, or concrete surfaces must be dry at the time of application and must remain dry after
paint is applied or failure of the paint film may occur. These materials are frequently exposed to
unusual moisture conditions that allow them to absorb moisture through some exposed surface or
some structural defect. Page 9 The presence of moisture in insulating material greatly reduces its
insulating properties. If the insulating material absorbs moisture, water will displace the air in the
material. Water also transmits heat at a faster rate than air, thus reducing the efficiency of the
insulation. Side walls and roof insulation pick up moisture because of leaks in the roof or structural
defects in the side walls which allow storm water to be forced in during high wind.

Page 10 NOTES 16 Page 11 C 20 10 5 15 30 40 50 60 70 80 95 105 F 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
160 180 200 220 6 9 8 7 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 7 11 10 8 7 7 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 TEMPERATURE CORRECTION
TABLE METER READINGS 10 15 20 25 30 15 22 31 38 45 14 20 28 34 40 12 18 24 30 36 11 16 21
27 32 9 14 19 23 28 8 12 17 21 25 7 11 15 19 22 7 10 14 17 20 6 9 12 15 18 5 8 11 13 16 5 7 10 12
14 4 6 9 11 13 35 53 47 42 38 33 29 26 23 21 19 17 15 40 55 48 43 38 34 30 27 24 22 19 17 50 60
54 47 42 38 34 30 27 24 21 55 50 44 40 36 33 28 26 Moi Page 12 WOOD SPECIES CORRECTION
TABLE METER READING ALDER APITONG ASPEN ASH, WHITE BASSWOOD BIRCH CEDAR,
EAST. The must need tool J SC Scandinavian model Wood moisture meter owners manual J X %
Wood moisture meter owners manual JLite Wood moisture meter owners manual The Delmhorst
JLite is pintype moisture meter with unique LED display great for reading in delmhorst j lite manual
direct sunlight or dark areas. The JLite is a great allaround tool for any situation and is ideal
whether youre experienced or just starting out. With JLites unique LED display, youll be in the know
no matter where the job takes you. A great allaround tool for any Page JLite o w n e r ’ s m a n u a l
For years Delmhorst Instrument has been the leading manufacturer of high quality, USmade
moisture meters and thermohygrometers. Skip to Main Content Delmhorst JLITE Moisture Meter
Review Our Score The Delmhorst JLITE is a pintype meter with a unique LED display that can be
used for measuring moisture in wood and other building materials. This meter’s twobutton operation
makes it very intuitive to use. Measuring Instruments Delmhorst JLite Owners Manual pages
Measuring Instruments Delmhorst BD Owners Manual Checks moisture level pages Measuring
Instruments Delmhorst P Operation Manual. The Delmhorst JLite Moisture Meter is used to analyze
wood surface and core moisture content in all mill and woodworking applications. COVID Update is
still processing and shipping orders.

This item Delmhorst 26ES Wood Moisture Meter Remote Electrode for J, JLITE, and J Meters Only



left in stock order soon. Delmhorst JLite Owners Manual pages Related Manuals for delmhorst JLite
Measuring Instruments Delmhorst BD Operation Manual Building materials moisture meter pages
Checks moisture level. Questions, Comments, Contact us at Delmhorst Instruments Co. And we will
set you up with one of our high quality moisture meters today. Address Indian Lane East Towaco, NJ
Phone DELMHORST Delmhorst JLite Analog Moisture Meter measures from to 30% moisture
content. Utilizes resistance technology, which is recognized worldwide as the most accurate method
for measuring moisture range 6% to 30% ISO9001,, Measuring Instruments delmhorst JLite Owners
Manual Wood moiture meter pages Measuring Instruments Delmhorst FX Owners Manual Moisture
meter pages Measuring Instruments Delmhorst F Operation. Delmhorst Moisture Meters Delmhorst
Accuscan Delmhorst BD Delmhorst BD Delmhorst C Delmhorst F Delmhorst F Delmhorst FX
Delmhorst G Delmhorst J Delmhorst J Delmhorst JLite Delmhorst JLite Moisture Meter Whether
youre experienced or just starting out, you cant go wrong with the JLite. With JLites unique LED
display, youll be in the know no matter where the job takes you. A great allaround tool for RDM The
RDM is a handheld moisture meter packed with features, and is perfect for the lumber and
woodworking industries. The RDM is ideal for anyone who needs to collect and analyze key
statistical information. JLite Whether youre experienced or just starting out, you cant go wrong with
the JLite. A great allaround tool for any situation. Delmhorst 26ES Wood Moisture Meter Remote
Electrode for J, JLITE, and J Meters Only left in stock order soon. Delmhorst Instrument Co. 12,
views Moisture Meters The Secrets of Choosing and Using Duration. Out of stars Delmhorst F
Analog Hay Moisture Meter, 6% % 1. J 2000 manual Moisture Meters Delmhorst. Delmhorst
moisture meter.

Delmhorst j 2000 moisture meter manual Pastebin. J 4 Moisture Meters Delmhorst. Delmhorst J LITE
6 to 30 Pin LED Wood Moisture. Delmhorst J Lite Pin Type Moisture Meter JLITEW CS. Delmhorst
26 ES Wood Moisture Meter Remote. Delmhorst J Lite Moisture Meter Moisture Meters. Delmhorst J
LITE Moisture Meter Review Moisture. Delmhorst J 2000 Moisture Meter Mitchell Instrument.
Delmhorst Instrument Co J LITEW CS 147 83. Delmhorst J Lite Moisture Meter Tools4Flooring. J
LITEW CS Delmhorst J Lite Moisture Meter. DELMHORST F 2000 OPERATION MANUAL Pdf.
Delmhorst J Lite Wood Moisture Meters. DELMHORST J LITE OWNER S MANUAL Pdf Download.
Delmhorst J Lite Analog Moisture Meter with Case. A full invoice should be emailed to the winner by
the auctioneer within a day or two.All items untested unless specifically noted. Being sold as is,
where is, with no warranties or guarantees implied. All sales final. No refunds of any kind. 15%
Buyers Premium. 4.712% GE Tax. Inperson inspection is strongly recommended. Each lot scheduled
to end 30 seconds apart, which means Lot 1 is scheduled to end at 6pm, Lot 2 ends 30 seconds after
that. Lot 3 to end 30 seconds after Lot 2. However, if anyone places a bid on a particular lot within 5
minutes of its scheduled closure time, 5 minutes will be added to the clock for that particular lot. A
fiveminute time extension will continue to occur each time a bid is placed within the last 5 minutes
until there’s at least 5 minutes remaining with no bidding activity meaning no one bids in the last 5
minutes.Getting notified via SMS Text Message will require you to verify your cell phone via the
profile page in your account. Create one here. Creators are allowed to post content they produce to
the platform, so long as they comply with our policies. United Kingdom. Company number
10637289. Please ignore. A setpoint alerts you when a preselected moisture content is reached. The
meter also features proven microcontroller circuitry and easy onehand operation.

Carrying case, extra contact pins, and 9V battery included. One year manufacturer’s warranty. By
submitting a review, you can share your experiences with others and also provide valuable feedback
to us as well. With just a few simple steps, you can add your review of this product. Please feel free
to Be descriptive. Please try again. Typically, we are able to respond within 1 business day. Please
try again. Then we want to hear from you. If you have a suggestion on how we can improve this
page, please let us know in the comment space below. Please, provide as much detail as possible to
help expedite your request. Please ignore.Please try again. Discover everything Scribd has to offer,



including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. Report this
Document Download Now Save Save Delmhorst BD2100 User Manual For Later 0 ratings 0% found
this document useful 0 votes 41 views 12 pages Delmhorst BD2100 User Manual Uploaded by
CKLAO TEE Description Delmhorst BD2100 User Manual Full description Save Save Delmhorst
BD2100 User Manual For Later 0% 0% found this document useful, Mark this document as useful
0% 0% found this document not useful, Mark this document as not useful Embed Share Print
Download Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 12 Search inside document Browse Books Site
Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change Language. Call us at 888 270
2690 Use single quotes for phrases. You can simply remove the item from your cart. You have no
obligation to purchase the product once you know the price. You can simply remove the item from
your cart. Use for flooring and building material, such as wood studs, floor joists, subfloors
Reference Scale Reads from 0 to 100 on a relative basis. Use on nonwood materials, such as
concrete, plaster, and insulation Gypsum Scale 0.2 to 50% moisture range. The BD2100 has a digital
display, an adjustable alarm, and Delmhorsts exclusive calibrated drywall scale.

The BD2100 moisture meter includes three ranges to increase performance. The wood scale has a
range from 6 to 40% and is for flooring and other building materials such as wood studs, floor joists
and subfloors. The reference scale reads from 0 to 100 on a relative basis and is for use on nonwood
materials, such as concrete, plaster, and insulation. Delmhorsts exclusive calibrated drywall scale
measures from 0.2 to 50% and is for use on drywall. The BD2100 displays reading on a bright clear
readout. Other Delmhorst moisture electrodes are accepted by the BD2100 to increase the
versatility of the instrument. A builtin calibration check keeps the instrument accurate. Same day
delivery at your doorstep throughout Nigeria along with doortodoor service across Lagos, Kano,
Ibadan, Kaduna, Port Harcourt, Benin City, Maiduguri, Jizan Large stocks locally available with fresh
manufacturing date and full manufacturers warranty. Manuals Delmhorst BD2100 Moisture Meter
DelmhorstBD2100Manual.pdf Links Delmhorst BD2100 Moisture Meter 42765 How can we help
ease your purchasing Stress in Nigeria. We offer “All In One” solution electrical, mechanical, tools,
test, IT, health, medical and safety equipments, soldering, welding and many more products to fulfill
your requisition. We are a team of instrumentation engineers with an objective to help buyers find
the right products at the right price. It is a dualfunction, noninvasive and pin moisture meter. Find
best value and selection for your Delmhorst BD 9 Moisture Meter with Deep Probe search on eBay.
Worlds leading marketplace. Digital Moisture Meter Order the Delmhorst BD2100 Digital Moisture
Meter Package. It obtains accurate moisture readings in wood, concrete, EIFS and sheetrock. Parts
and Service Frequently Asked Questions FAQs My dehumidifier is not removing moisture. How can I
delmhorst moisture meter bd9 manual have it repaired. We can refer you to a Regional
Service.Delmhorst Instrument Co.

New Zealand Moisture Meters is based in Christchurch, New Zealand and is the official home for a
range of moisture meters meeting the needs of professionals Building. The complete moisture meter
website. Everything you need to know about the moisture meter to make a well informed choice.
Harvest Tecs specialized application equipment and hay preservative are available through the
major manufacturers of hay harvesting implements. Your local dealer can. DickeyJohn GACMINI
Moisture Tester Using US federal grain standards, the technology in the Mini GAC and Mini GAC
Plus is based on the GAC2100B moisture tester.It is a dualfunction, noninvasive and pin moisture
meter. DickeyJohn GACMINI Moisture Tester Using US federal grain standards, the technology in
the Mini GAC and Mini GAC Plus is based on the GAC2100B moisture tester. The BD2100 has a
digital display, an adjustable alarm, and Delmhorst’s exclusive calibrated drywall scale. The BD2100
has a digital display, an adjustable alarm, and Delmhorst’s exclusive calibrated drywall scale. Use
for flooring and building material such as wood studs, floor joists, subfloors Use on nonwood
materials such as concrete, plaster and insulation. Use on sheetrock Please allow an additional 25
days for standard UPS Ground delivery. If an item qualifies for free ground shipping, this will be



noted in the product description. A shipping quote for your order can be seen in the shopping cart
and during order review prior to checkout. No postpayment shipping charges will be applied. Simply
choose Next Day or 2 Day shipping during checkout. Expedited orders placed online receive higher
priority and will typically ship within 24 hours or by the end of the next business day. In most cases,
orders placed before 1200 PM CST will be shipped the same day. We recommend calling us at 866
6341189 to order if you require delivery be a certain date. Delivery estimates provided for online
orders are not guaranteed.

A shipping quote for your order can be seen in the shopping cart and during order review prior to
checkout. Additional lead times may apply. Additional lead times may apply. Please contact us if you
need assistance with a freight quote. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or
tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject
to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on
this purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak
periods. Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn
more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in
a new window or tab See the sellers listing for full details. Contact the seller opens in a new window
or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a
number less than or equal to 4. If you dont follow our item condition policy for returns, you may not
receive a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund
from a business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers
description. More information at returns. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Here you will be able to find productsSave you time
and money.Meters Microcontroller circuit for increased reliability and accuracy. 12 bright LEDs
great for reading in direct sun light or dark areas.Corrects for 48 individual species andMeasures
moisture content over the range of 640%Connector for an external electrode.Temperature
correction charts.
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